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WCSJ 2022 QUICK FACTS

MEDELLÍN QUICK FACTS

Virtual Experience Starts

Nickname

Meeting Dates

Official Language

Host City

Population

Conference Theme

Elevation

Expected Attendance

Climate

WCSJ 2022 Official Language

Avg. Temperatures

Registrations Opens

Time Zone

Early Bird Registration Closes

Currency

June 13, 2022

June 27 - July 1, 2022

Spanish

Medellín, Antioquia, Colombia
Science Journalist - Reboot
1000+

February 14, 2022

1,495m

Between 16°C to 26°C year-round
UTC/GMT -5 hours

March 23, 2022

https://www.wcsj.org/

2.50 million (2020)

Temperate, humid subtropical characteristics

English

Join the Conversation

City of Eternal Springs

Colombian Peso (COP) [10 USD ≈ 40,000 COP]

@WCSJ22 #WCSJ2022

BOTANICAL GARDEN 50TH ANNIVERSARY
The Botanical Garden in Medellín is a non-profit institution, whose scientific efforts are focused on nature.
It is recognized for the quality of its collections and management of resources on the conservation of flora.
Besides being one of the places that best represents transformation in the city; it has also played an important
role in development by proportioning areas for coexistence, as well as civil and social inclusion.
Botanical gardens are recognized globally as museums. We are part of the ICOM (International Council of
Museums).
As a botanical garden, we run permanent programs of basic and applied research, in situ and ex situ
conservation, that is, conservation in the natural environment of the plant or outside it. Our mission is to
generate, disseminate and apply scientific knowledge on the floristic diversity of Antioquia and the country
in relation to the tropics, contributing to its valuation, conservation, restoration and management, in order to
promote the sustainable and ethical use of flora, and contribute to the well-being of Colombians.
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WCSJ 2022: COME FOR THE FOREST, STAY FOR THE COMPANY
Setting a new standard for a new era of professional networking

I

f your opinion of what makes for a worthwhile meeting has changed radically over the past two years, you
are far from alone. COVID-19 imposed a sometimes rude but ultimately valuable crash course that taught us
to collaborate extensively and effectively without ever leaving our desks. You may have had your fill of on-line
meetings but for better or worse they have established themselves in our working lives. The result has forever
altered the way we approach any other kind of meeting, whether it is going across the street to have lunch with
a colleague or flying to another country for a major gathering. As for your favourite conferences, they will never
look the same again. Why invest your time and energy in travel when you can get so much business out of the
way quickly and easily with a Zoom call?
We began pondering this same question as we watched the pandemic upend our original plans for the next
World Conference of Science Journalists in Medellín, Colombia. When we were finally able to make our first
on-site inspection of the venue — a year-and-a-half later than intended — a useful answer finally appeared.
The intense personal interactions we had during this trip were a stark reminder that travel is still worthwhile,
but it has to be made worthwhile. Merely summoning everyone to neutral ground, which could be the nicest
hotel or conference centre, will no longer be enough to entice even the most Zoom-weary attendee. Successful
conferences will have to build on what made them worthwhile experiences in the first place: precious chance
encounters in a hallway, where special insights can be shared; first-hand views of a unique facility, which no
photograph or video can do justice to; or the complete assurance that you have someone’s attention as they
look at you.
Conference organizers used to take these features of their events for granted. No longer. We are therefore
embracing this new normal, starting with the venue — a 13-hectare forest in the middle of a thriving Latin
American city. The Jardin Botánico de Medellín celebrates its 50th anniversary as one of the world’s most
outstanding natural preserves and we are honoured to invite members of our community to mark this
milestone. We are also pleased that this remarkable setting is in the Global South, which is home to so many
of the WFSJ’s 10,000 members in 51 countries. In Medellín, they will have a unique opportunity to start each
day of WCSJ 2022 with a walk through the lush natural beauty of the Colombian landscape to attend various
presentations, panel discussions, and keynote talks dealing with some of these extraordinary aspects of the
country’s role in the global research community:
•
•
•
•

A biodiversity hot spot to safeguard the world’s wilderness wealth
An unrivalled laboratory for helping other nations take on the task of adapting to climate change
A model of how to feed populations in rapidly evolving tropical settings
A cultural storehouse where thousands of years’ worth of indigenous people’s knowledge can make a
lasting contribution to the wisdom of future generations

Above all, WCSJ 2022 will serve as a means for science writers in Colombia, and across Latin America, to
showcase their skills, build professional networks, and enhance their ability to contribute to the economic
and social growth of their communities. It promises to be an important moment in the life of this region and a
defining step to the next phase of our shared professional lives. Please join us for a memorable sample of all
that we have to offer and a glimpse all that is to come.

Tim Lougheed

WCSJ 2022 Conference Director
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WHAT IS WCSJ 2022?

HOW WILL WCSJ 2022 BE DIFFERENT?

In June 2022, Medellín will host the 12th World
Conference of Science Journalists, an international
meeting of science writers being held in Colombia for
the first time. With the theme “Science Journalists
Reboot,” everyone who uses a computer has an
intimate appreciation of what it means to “reboot”.

First significant gathering since
2019

Click here to learn more

Conference life cycle extends
beyond June 27 to July 1st.

First ever hybrid experience

WHO WE ARE
WCSJ 2022 in Medellín will be 12th World Conference
of Science Journalists to be held in various international cities since 1992. The World Federation of Science Journalists (WFSJ) has managed these events
since its founding in 2005. WFSJ is a not-for-profit,
non-governmental organization that has consultative
status with the United Nations.
Based in Montreal, Quebec, WFSJ made up of 66
science writing bodies in 51 countries, for an extended global membership of some 10,000 individuals,
including include science journalists, broadcasters,
writers, editors, and communicators working across
all media platforms.
In Colombia these professionals are represented
by Asociación Colombiana de Periodismo Científico
(ACPC), the WFSJ member body in that country that
will be a leading partner in WCSJ 2022. With the
collaboration of many other partners around the
world, this unique event will showcase not topics and
speakers in Latin American science journalism for a
global audience, as well as bringing the perspectives
of that same audience to our vibrant forum in Medellín.
Organized by World
Federation of Science
Journalists (WFSJ)
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In partnership with: Colombian
Association of Science Journalism
and Communication (ACPC)

10,000 global memberships
including science journalists,
broadcasters, writers, editors, and
communicators working across all
media platforms.
1,000+

Connect with 1,000+ science
journalists

66

66 science wrtiting bodies

51

51 countries

•
•

First significant gathering for the science
journalist’s community since 2019
First-ever hybrid experience that features
a main hub in Medellín, Colombia + Digital
programming over 3 weeks

Since the first edition in Tokyo in 1992, it is part
of our World Conferences’ DNA to strengthen the
professional, ethical and technical skills of science
journalists, science writers and communicators.
WCSJ 2022- Science Journalists Reboot –
symbolizes a fresh start and the priority goal of
bringing together professionals and students
in science journalism from around the world, to
exchange ideas and skills, to build networks and to
nurture quality science journalism and collaboration
on a global scale.
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MEDELLÍN WORLD INNOVATION HUB
In the 1980s, Medellín mostly made the news about Pablo Escobar, but since then, Medellín is much more likely
to hit the headlines to innovation or architecture. Medellín is located in the Global South. Despite boasting
world-class transport and hospitality infrastructure, is nowhere near as expensive to visit as previous host
cities like San Francisco, Melbourne or Lausanne.

Medellín: From Industrial Pole to
Global Innovation Hub
All the processes that cities undergo are reflected in
their territories’ social and physical fabric. Medellín
is no exception. Known as the “industrial capital of
Colombia” in the 20th century, it decided to stop
supporting its economic development exclusively in
traditional industries, generate a break and promote
an economy of knowledge: one that gives more
value to ideas than to handwork.

Geographic Hub

$
•

As a tourist and business hub, Medellín is well
equipped to deal with an influx of delegates.
Transport: Medellín boasts Colombia’s only true
metro system, with train, tram and cable cars all
on the same cheap ticket (less than $1 USD per
trip). There is also a network of bikeways and
walking paths. You can reach most parts of the
city for less than $5 USD by taxi.
Internet/Phone: Parks across Medellín offers
free Wi-Fi, and prepaid cards with data plans are
available from $5 USD.
Food is diverse and economical. For breakfast,
enjoy an empanada or “Buñuelo” (fried dough
ball) from 50¢ USD or a huge “bandeja paisa”
lunch featuring steak, chorizo avocado and
fried plantains for $5 USD. There are also
international cuisine restaurants.

•

•
•

Medellín has many geographic advantages as a host
city:
•
•
•
•

•

Medellín is firmly in the Global South
Medellín is in the same time zone as the central
and eastern US.
Medellín has direct flights to New York, Miami,
Madrid, Mexico City, Lima, and Panama City.
Medellín is at the heart of Colombia, being
only an hour-long flight away from Bogota,
the Caribbean Coast, the Pacific Coast and
Colombia’s famous coffee region.
Medellín’s climate is stable year-round (around
24 degrees Celsius), situated in the mountains
and equator.

Infrastructure and Value for Money

+

More Reasons to Visit

Medellín has many other attractions that delegates
can visit while they are here.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park Arví: A massive forest reserve a short cable
car ride from the city itself
Comuna 13 Graffiti tour: Learn about Medellín’s
history and art
Sloth Hospital: A nature rescue service south of
Medellín
Coffee tour: Visit a traditional coffee farm.
Nightlife: The city has many famous Tango and
Salsa bars and musical and dance styles from
across Colombia.
Tropical Fruit tour: Visit a traditional market and
sample fruits found only in this part of the world.
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Tim Lougheed

Sunny Bains

WCSJ 2022 Director
Chair of Organizing
Committee
WFSJ

Xinema
Serrano Gil

WCSJ 2022 Virtual
Director
Program Coordinator
WFSJ

Andrew Wight

President
ACPC

Tania Valbuena

Board Member
ACPC

Board Member
ACPC

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Milica Momčilović

Olivier Dessibourg

Rosalind Reid

Tinsley Davis

Chair
WFSJ

Richard Stone

Chair
WCSJ 2019

CASW

HHMI Tangled Banks
Studios

NASW

PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Angela
Posada
Swafford
Chair
Colombia

Chair
Colombia

Chrissie
Giles

Debbie
Ponchner

Andrada
Fiscutean
Romania

Costa Rica

Federico
Kukso

Kossi Balao

Ling Xin

Argentina

Togo

Michele
Catanzaro

Pakinam
Amer

Pallava
Bagla

Siri
Carpenter

Thiago
Medaglia

Vera Novais

Spain

USA

Egypt

Brazil

Sunny Bains
Chair

Emiliano
Rodriguez
Mega

United
Kingdom
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Nicolas
Bustamante
Hernandez

WCSJ VIRTUAL
SUB-COMMITTEE

Mexico

China

India

Portugal

Andrada
Fiscutean

Pakinam
Amer
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WHO ATTENDS WCSJ?
WCSJ 2019 Registration
Breakdown by Profession

59%

Non-journalists: scientists, press & information officers, exhibitors,
politicians, others

41%

Journalists, editors,
freelancers, lecturers in
science journalism

WCSJ 2019 Registration
Breakdown by Continent

66%

WCSJ 2019 Registration
Breakdown by Country
(Top 5)

259

Europe

Switzerland

14%

139

8%

105

North America
Asia

5%

Africa

5%

Central & South America

2%

Australia

United States
United Kingdom

91

France

75

Germany
Remark: The top 5 countries account for
59% of the total number of participants

World Conference of Science Journalists in Lausanne Switzerland (WCSJ 2019) attracted over 1,000
participants drawn by a wide range of tours, seminars, lectures, and networking opportunities to expand their
horizons in a lively, engaging manner setting.
Traditionally the conference has attracted around 1200 delegates, for Medellín we expect 500 in person and
500 virtually.
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PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
“Science Journalists Reboot”
•
•

7:00

Main program between June 27 – July 1
Virtual Experience starts June 13

Sunrise: 6AM, Sunset: 6PM

•

Mon, June 27

Tue, June 28

Wed, June 29

Thu, June 30

Fri, July 1

Breakfast at Hotels

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast at Hotels

Morning Activities /
AM Sponsor Symposium

Morning Activities /
AM Sponsor Symposium

Morning Activities /
AM Sponsor Symposium

8:00

Plenary

Plenary

Plenary

AM Break /
Sponsor
Spotlight
(30’)

AM Break /
Sponsor
Spotlight
(30’)

Tracks

Sessions /
Concurrent
Tracks

Sessions /
Concurrent
Tracks

Lunch
Break /
Sponsor
Symposium
(60’)

Lunch
Break /
Sponsor
Symposium
(60’)

9:00

AM Break /
Sponsor
Spotlight
(30’)

10:00
Pre-

Local
11:00 Conference
Sessions /
Workshops Field Trips Concurrent

12:00
13:00

Exhibit
Plaza

Exhibit
Plaza

Lunch
Break /
Sponsor
Symposium
(60’)

Exhibit
Plaza

14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00

Registration &
Orientation at
Botanical Garden

Sessions /
Concurrent
Tracks

Sessions /
Concurrent
Tracks

Sessions /
Concurrent
Tracks

PM Break /
Sponsor
Spotlight
(30’)

PM Break /
Sponsor
Spotlight
(30’)

PM Break /
Sponsor
Spotlight
(30’)

Focused Plenary /
PM Sponsor Symposium

Focused Plenary /
Closing Ceremony
PM Sponsor Symposium Plenary Keynote Speaker

18:00
*Schedule subject to change (January 24, 2022)
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Open Ceremony at
Botanical Garden

Free Night Sponsor Dinners

Closing Party @
Parque de los Deseos by
Parque Explora

PostLocal
Conference Field
Trips
Workshops
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HOW CAN WE BRING VALUE TO YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Brand Awareness

We bring together 1000+ participants from 5 continents, 70+ countries and 70+ international
speakers. This is your opportunity to connect your brand with a global, diverse and elite
community.

Lead Generation

You will be joined by hundreds of your global peers at the Congress. Many of the attendees
have key roles in shaping the future of their organizations by selecting their best potential
business partners. You might meet your next business partner right here at the WCSJ22 in
Medellín!

Thought Leadership

Do you have the perfect 1st case study to share? A new product to launch? Perhaps you would
like to position your company at the front and center of a key industry issue. Host one of our
Breakout/Breakfast sessions and lead a discussion on a current topic that resonates with the
attendees.

Relationship Management

You have secured your clients. Now it is time to nurture those relationships. WCSJ22 offers a
great place to meet your clients and ensure they feel valued and engaged. By exhibiting with us
you will have a base to meet them face to face and have a meaningful conversation.

Networking

With various dedicated tracks, including two major social events, we have something for
everyone. Are you looking to recruit new talent? Want to compare notes with your peers and
competitors? Join and meet the industry’s most exciting and influential people.
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
We invite you to become a Supporter or Partner of WCSJ 2022. We will work with you to create bespoke
packages. All packages include hybrid participation allowing you to pick what is essential to reach your ROI.
Any investment over the Supporter level will grant you the Partner level of your choice.
Based on the final choice, the partners will enter one of the following categories:

Partners Categories
•
•
•
•
•

Ideas Hunter: Partners on knowledge sharing, content co-developing and support
True Seeker: Partners on topic-specific and field trip
Community Builder: Partners on networking activities and help build the WCSJ community
Future Investor: Partners who like to support us in developing programs for young journalists & the
environment
Breaking News: Opportunities for organizations/companies to promote or share their exciting news

Entitlements & Benefits of WCSJ 2022
Logo & link on WCSJ website
Logo & link on virtual platform
Logo on conference program
Logo on conference partners recognition signage
(Onsite & Virtual)
Logo on the conference partners recognition reel
(Onsite & Virtual)
Logo on the “Thank You” recognition e-newsletter
Discounted rate for registration
Recognition on conference materials as partner under its
related categories
Partner spotlight on the conference e-communications
Post Conference Report to Show ROI of Your Investment
All Access Congress Registrations LIVE + ON-DEMAND
• Each registration includes access to 4 days of events,
conferences and meals.

Exhibitor - Onsite Exhibit space
• Various prices (each include 2 free registrations):

12

Supporter
$5,000 USD

Partner
Over $5,000 USD

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
$650 each
Large (12sqm)
$10,000
Medium (sqm)
$6,000
Small (6sqm)
$3,500
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES (CONT.)
Ideas Hunter

Partners on knowledge sharing, content co-developing and support
Focused Plenary | PM Sponsor Symposium - Exclusive Sponsored symposium 60’
• Non-concurrent session in the main stage
• Only 3 slots
Exclusive Sponsored symposium 60’ lunchtime
• Non-concurrant session in the main stage
• Only 3 slots
• Sponsor to provide lunch
Sponsored symposium 45’
• Concurrent to academic sessions in dedicated sponsored sessions room
Debate session. Sponsored 45’
• Concurrent to academic sessions in dedicated sponsored sessions room
Exclusive Sponsored symposium 30’ breakfast activity & coffee breaks (AM&PM)
• Non-concurrent session in the main stage
• Only 6 slots
Premium Private Luncheon
• Where you communicate and discuss the content of your choice
• Max. 25 attendants
• The Sponsor can select who to invite from the list of pre-registered attendees
• 60’ Lunch provided by the Sponsor
Premium Private Dinner
• Where you communicate and discuss the content of your choice
• Max. 25 attendants
• The Sponsor can select who to invite from the list of pre-registered attendees
• The Sponsor provides dinner and transportation
Premium Private Breakfast.
• Where you communicate and discuss the content of your choice
• Max. 25 attendants
• The Sponsor can select who to invite from the list of pre-registered attendees
• 30’ Breakfast provided by Sponsor
Private Luncheon.
• Where you communicate and discuss the content of your choice
• Max. 25 attendants
• First come, first serve
• 60’ Lunch provided by the Sponsor

Rate (USD)
$125,000

$100,000

$75,000
$75,000
$50,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$20,000
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES (CONT.)
Ideas Hunter

Partners on knowledge sharing, content co-developing and support
Private Dinner.
• Where you communicate and discuss the content of your choice
• Max. 25 attendants. First come, first serve
• The Sponsor provides dinner and transportation
Private Breakfast.
• Where you communicate and discuss the content of your choice
• Max. 25 attendants
• First come, first serve
• 30’ Breakfast provided by the Sponsor
Pre-Conference Workshops

True Seeker

Partners on topic-specific and field trip
Premium Overnight Field Trips 4. Before or after WCSJ.
• Scientific institutions can offer and organize a visit to their infrastructures, allowing
you to show and explain their research to dedicated science journalists.
• WCSJ 2022: will promote it during the registration process and on the website. And
will help organize group tour packages.
• Sponsor: can select who to invite from the list of pre-registered attendees. The
Sponsor should cover everything from Medellín to field trip destinations and back to
Medellín (example: Medellín hotel pick up to airport, airfare, food, accommodation, and
back to Medellín. etc.)
• Attendee: would have to register following the Sponsors rules and be selected by the
Sponsor.
• Must be published by February 14th, 2022
Basic Overnight Field Trips 3. Before or after WCSJ.
• Scientific institutions can offer and organize a visit to their infrastructures, allowing
you to show and explain their research to dedicated science journalists.
• WCSJ 2022: will promote it during the registration process and on the website. And
will help organize group tour packages.
• Sponsor: should cover from destinations airport pick to drop-off, and all in between
for the whole group (example: food, accommodation, etc.)
• Attendee: should cover travel package to field trip destinations and back (example:
Medellín-field trip destination-Medellín, home-field trip destinations-Medellín, etc.)
• Must be published by February 14th, 2022
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Rate (USD)

$20,000

$15,000

$2,500
Rate (USD)

$25,000

$10,000
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES (CONT.)
True Seeker

Partners on topic-specific and field trip
Premium Local Field Trip 2. Visit in Medellín:
• Scientific institutions can offer and organize a visit to their infrastructures, allowing
you to show and explain their research to dedicated science journalists.
• WCSJ 2022: will promote it during the registration process and on the website.
• Sponsor: can select who to invite from the list of pre-registered attendees. The Sponsor should cover pick-up at venue/hotel, tour, breakfast/lunch/dinner, to drop-off at
venue/hotels.
• Attendee: free of charge, would have to register following Sponsors rules and be selected by the Sponsor.
• Must be published by May 1, 2022
Basic Local Field Trip 1. Visit in Medellín:
• Scientific institutions can offer and organize a visit to their infrastructures, allowing
you to show and explain their research to dedicated science journalists.
• WCSJ 2022: will promote it during the registration process and on the website.
• Sponsor: should cover pick-up at venue/hotel, tour, breakfast/lunch/dinner, to dropoff at venue/hotels.
• Attendee: free of charge
• Must be published by May 1, 2022

Community Builder

Partners on networking activities and help build the WCSJ community
Welcome Reception/Dinner (Tuesday, June 28, 2022)
• Logo and 10' speech
• Exclusive
Open Ceremony at Botanical Garden (Monday, June 27, 2022)
• Logo and 5’ speech
• Only 2 opportunities
Closing Party @ Parque de los Deseos by Parque Explora (Thursday, June 30, 2022)
• Logo and 5’ speech
• Only 3 opportunities
Coffee And Beverage Bar in The Garden Plaza
• Logo
• Only 1 opportunity
Electrical Charging Station for Mobiles, Laptops, etc.

Rate (USD)

$5,000

$2,500

Rate (USD)
$100,000

$60,000

$40,000

$30,000
$7,500
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES (CONT.)
Future Investor

Partners who like to support us in developing programs for young journalists &
the environment
International Travel Grants for Attendees $2,000 USD/per person.
• Sold in packs of 5 (Up to 100 opportunities; participation in a common pot; grantees
selection will solely be made by the organizers of the conference; possibility to organize a special meeting with attributed supported attendees)
Grants for projects
Sustainability Checklist
Registration Advertisements
Young journalists’ workshop

!

Future Investor

Opportunities for organizations/companies to promote or share their exciting news

Simultaneous Translation English <-> Spanish
• Mention of supporter before each translation, and in the programme.
Conference Bag Supporter
• Conference bag locally produced, fair, ecofriendly
Lanyards
• Ecofriendly, sustainable, fair
Wi-Fi
• With a brief supporter screen or pop-up when launched

Advertisements in the Programme
• Various prices:
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Rate (USD)

$10,000
$5,000
$5,000
$3,000
$2,500
Rate (USD)
$30,000
$30,000
$30,000
$20,000
Inside Front
or Back Page
$8,000
Full Page
$6,000
Half Page
$3,000
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BOOKING PROCESS

Step
1

Discover

Step
2

Select

The partnership opportunities on the previous pages.

A partnership or investment opportunity and review the full list of entitlements.

Customize
Step
3

Step
4

To Suggest amendments and/or unique activations please send requests in writing to:
Miquel Serrano-Martin, Strategic Partnerships Manager, WCSJ 2022
miquel.serranomartin@wearemci.com

Book Now

Secure your investment now by emailing the partnership team. Priorities will be given
based on investment level and date of commitment.
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PARTNERSHIP GUIDELINES
Independence of decision-making and integrity of representation are core values embraced by science
journalists and communicators around the world. Partners in WCSJ 2022 will be welcomed into an atmosphere
of respect that is defined by these principles, according to these specific commitments and guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Partners and partnership activities will be prominently recognized and valued, as per the signed
agreements.
The Organizing Committee will work together with partners to ensure that their presence adds value to
the conference and is accepted and appreciated by attendees.
Sponsored activities and hospitality will be clearly labelled as such, and sponsors will be prominently
recognized. Pre- and post-conference activities may be organized by partners in consultation with the
Organizing Committee.
Official meeting credentials, such as name badges, will not carry sponsor logos.
To avoid potential or perceived conflicts of interest, any support of speakers or attendees will not be
solicited or accepted by the Organizing Committee.
Sponsors will not take part in the selection of candidates for fellowships supporting the travel of
conference attendees.
The Organizing Committee alone will decide on the topics and content of the conference core
program.
Attendees at any time will remain entirely free to attend or to leave an event or activity organized by a
partner.
The conference organizers will manage registration for all event activities, including hosted and
ancillary activities, tours, and field trips. Hosts should not expect access to participant lists, except
when attendees voluntarily provide names for a security clearance or another reason.
Attendees will decide on their own and at any given time what personal and professional information to
share with partners and hosts, as per their rights through the General Data Protection Regulations.
WCSJ 2022 is committed to environmental sustainability. Advertising material used and distributed by
partners must meet current eco-friendly production standards and be pre-approved by the Organizing
Committee.
Sponsored sessions rules must be submitted and approved by the Organizing Committee
Click HERE to read about the Sponsorship Guidelines WFSJ Events on Receiving Sponsorship from
Corporations.

12TH WORLD CONFERENCE OF SCIENCE JOURNALISTS
MEDELLÍN | JUNE 27 - JULY 1, 2022 (VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE STARTS JUNE 13)

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Important Notes
•
•
•
•

All pricing is in USD
All sponsor-related activities will be adapted for virtual and/or in-person delivery as required in
accordance with public health regulations
Once we receive all the space requests, we will be able to work on a floor plan and provide you with
more details
Taxes will be calculated on invoices

Confirmation of Support
•
•
•

Your support is confirmed upon execution of an agreement of support
Upon execution of the agreement, an invoice payable within 30 days upon receipt will be issued
All payments are in USD

Cancellation Policy
•
•
•
•

Cancellations must be submitted in writing to miquel.serranomartin@wearemci.com
Cancellations received before 5:00 PM PST on March 9, 2022, will be entitled to a 50% refund of their
total support or exhibit package.
Cancellations received after 5:00 PM PST on March 9, 2022, are non-refundable and non-transferable.
All cancellations are subject to a $250 USD administration fee.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
Miquel Serrano-Martin

Strategic Partnership Manager, WCSJ 2022
M: +1 (647) 966-8898
miquel.serranomartin@wearemci.com
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